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Understanding HEALY 

I am pleased and excited to share with you the subtle energy impulses that emanate from the 

Healy Resonance instrument.  Each Healy edition (or model, or unit) is essentially a microcurrent 

frequency generator that accesses your personal information field (your subtle energy field) 

that surrounds your body and your being.  The Healy contains an analyzer (a quantum sensor) 

that reads your energy field and the waves of various frequencies surrounding you.  

When the proper balancing program for your needs has been determined it can be selected and 

programmed to balance your energy field (your information field).  While the input is very 

gentle and subtle, the effects are powerful.  I have had wonderful results with this new health 

enhancement, as have several of my patients. 

 

The Hertz frequencies and energy programs that the Healy utilizes are stored in the “Medical 

Cloud” that can be accessed by Healys all over the planet.  Any Resonance or Professional Healy 

device can direct an appropriately chosen program to a specifically designated individual 

wherever they are on the planet.  The information field surrounding you accepts this gentle 

quantum energy input, and your body then balances itself in amazing and surprising ways.  A 

few beneficial outcomes have included increased calm, more balanced energy, and relief 

from pain, stress, or emotional discomfort. 

The energetic healing programs are composed of numerous Hertz frequencies that are 

compatible and beneficial to your body, psyche, and entire being.  Numerous balancing 

programs are available through Healy’s Medical Cloud.  When properly applied, these balancing 

programs assist your body to feel better, perform better, have more energy, and even 

experience rich benefits you may not have anticipated. 

 

While it does not have dangerous and destructive consequences, this modality must be applied 

prudently by someone who has studied and learned the ins and outs of this microcurrent 

frequency generating device.   I invite you to contact me concerning this wonderful new 

treatment option.  I can explain a little more and we can find a time for you to directly experience 

the balancing and invigorating power of HEALY.  

https://www.yourbodycantalk.com/contact
https://mailchi.mp/bb9178e4ad08/special-healy-announcement

